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Introduction from
the Chief Digital Officer

Kevin Burnett

I'm so excited to join the DL Team and be part of the amazing culture of
this company. This is a big change for me personally and I wanted to
make sure I went to a company that understands the importance of
change management both for the company and for our customers. When
it comes to digital transformation, organizations often focus most of their
effort on the IT platforms. This can lead to gaps in customer experience
with the technology employed and leave the capability provider struggling
to understand where things went wrong. The opportunity for positive
return on investment from change management is huge. Organizations
with an effective change management program realize 143% of the
expected ROI from innovation initiatives, while organizations with little or
no change management only achieved 35% of expected ROI1. This
doesn't mean it is easy. Another big problem organizations face when
implementing change management is trying to do “all the things” at once.
A lack of focus and investment of time on the highest priority initiatives
leads to a 60-70% failure rate2.
At DL, we are practitioners of effective change management. This is
demonstrated through our exceptional company culture and commitment
to our Credo Principles. Give us a shout. We'll help you identify change
initiatives and achieve a positive ROI for your organization.
1
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POWER BI CUSTOM VISUAL
by Dustin Patterson

We’re passionate about incorporating Power BI community feedback into new
functionality and features users love. The latest release of our custom visual, the
Line and Stacked Column Chart with Table is now Microsoft Certified!
Earning Microsoft’s Certified badge is a big accomplishment. Microsoft requires that
custom visuals go through a formal review process to ensure the visual meets their
high level of standards. Certification also requires that a custom visual is free from
known security vulnerabilities.

NEW ENHANCEMENTS
More customization options
To provide users with more control
over the custom visual, we added
several new customization options
under “Table Formatting”. This
section now provides users the
ability to customize table background
color, control alternating row color,
and update border styles including
color and width.

Visualization of Power BI custom application

Conditional formatting
Conditional formatting can really strengthen what messages are conveyed from the
data. Knowing how important that can be when presenting reports, our custom visual
now provides conditional formatting within the “Table Formatting” and “Column
Formatting”.
Additional functionality
Certified Power BI Visuals provide users with additional functionality that users can’t
enjoy otherwise. For example, only certified visuals can be exported. Now that our
Line and Stacked Column Chart with Table is certified, you can export the visual to
PowerPoint and PDF. Additionally, the certification enables the visual to be displayed
directly in received emails when a user is subscribed to report pages.

To learn more about certification performance
standards and visualization, read the full article.
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BENEFITS OF THE CLOUD
AWS & DATABASES
by Jonathan Rayos

The first computerized databases were created in the early 1960s.
Modern applications require more scalable and dynamic methods of
storing data that don’t always fit into traditional databases like RDBMS.
The type of data being stored drives the solution. In addition, some
organizations have specific performance requirements for their data
sets. Stepping in to fill this void, leading cloud vendors like Azure and
AWS (Amazon Web Services) have designed and developed a suite of
cloud-based database offerings that are purpose-built to satisfy modern
data requirements. Many of the services are fully managed – meaning
traditional database management tasks such as hardware provisioning,
software patching, setup, configuration, and backups are all taken care
of by the cloud vendor. The subscriptions often allow customers to
deploy database software from virtually any vendor while bringing along
their existing licensing agreements.
Let’s double-click on AWS to see a few examples. AWS has an
extensive offering of databases that are purpose-built to serve
alternative and often more complex needs. Examples include: EC2;
Aurora; RDS; Redshift; NoSQL like Key-Value Pair, Document,
Wide-Column, Graph; DocumentDB; Amazon ElastiCache; and
Amazon Ledger Database Services (QLDB).
Modern data types demand purpose-built data solutions. Competition
between cloud vendors is providing a continuous stream of these
solutions with undeniable benefits. Consider cloud for your next
data-centered user story.
Read full article.

INNOVATION NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
by Marc Vandeveer

Did you know that 80% of New Year’s resolutions fail by mid-February?1 Coincidentally,
70-95% of new innovations or products also fail over the year.2 Here are some resolutions
that will power you through the entire year and ensure a successful innovation strategy.
Empower, don’t abandon…the Intrapreneur – “That’s a great idea, now go make it
happen”. This is great news to an intrapreneur, but only if leaders don’t abandon them in
the vast innovation ecosystem to find their own way. This quickly leads to failure and often
leaves them disillusioned. Instead, reinforce their ideas with resources, a mentor and
ideally pair them with an innovation manager to incubate the concept and navigate the
complexities they will encounter on their journey. [continued]
¹ ABC
2

50+ Statistics on innovation
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[continued from previous page]

The sunk cost fallacy makes you irrational – Does your organization have a culture that
can overcome a fear of failure? If the answer is yes, then the choice of not throwing good
money after bad becomes easier. Measurable fact-based decision making – to press on or
pull the plug – makes the innovation process easier. Knowing that innovation takes time,
and that it is ok to fail as long as you are learning, creates the reinforcement employees
need to have the courage to try.
Other innovation resolutions include:
• How to create a spectacle similar to Mark Cuban’s
“Shark Tank”
• Not falling into the “walkaway prototype” trap, and
• Assembling the “innovation cohort” to solve your
toughest challenges.
Read more resolutions to help make your efforts
successful.

“While it’s true that every
company needs an
entrepreneur to get it
underway, healthy growth
requires a smattering of
intrapreneurs who drive
new projects and explore
new and unexpected
directions for business
development.”

– Richard Branson
“Intrapreneurship” (Forbes)

SIX PILLARS OF INNOVATION CULTURE
by Marc Vandeveer

Each year, companies identify “create a culture of innovation”
as one of their top 2 priorities for the coming year.1 To avoid
disruption, innovation culture requires multiple approaches and
collaboration. Here are a few pillars that can help provide focus:

1

Leadership alignment: Success
depends on leaders understanding the
importance of innovation no matter their
department or job description. Successful
leaders encourage participation in the
innovation process and provide their
people the training and time to participate.

4

Innovation-friendly policies:
The best companies embed
innovation expectations and metrics
in their employee handbooks and
use them as a touchpoint during
annual reviews.

2

Shared language, processes, and
resources: Creativity does not mean a
lack of discipline. Training ensures
everyone can use the same language to
express innovation. It empowers people to
take action where they see an opportunity.

5

Benchmarks and metrics:
Reporting on leading and lagging
innovation indicators at company
meetings or transparent dashboards
leads to teams being accountable for
participating in the process.

3

Embrace diversity: High levels of
diversity spur high levels of innovation.
Employees at companies with high
diversity are 45% more likely to
experience improved market share
growth and 70% more likely to win
over a new market.2

6

Workforce engagement: Small
Pizza box size teams (small enough to
share one pizza for lunch) are often
the success story behind great innovation results. For larger organizations, it
means listening to others, mentoring
intrapreneurs, and finding ways to
invite everyone to participate in the
innovation process transparently.

¹ InnovationManagement
2

Ibid
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YOU HAVE NO PRIVACY ONLINE
#1 OF A BAJILLION!
by Michael Conlin

Any online activity, including the use of the apps on your phone, represents a
probable loss of privacy. There is a vast, convoluted, opaque ecosystem of
personal data collection and sharing that powers modern adtech. It leverages
real-time bidding or RTB. RTB is the automatic, milliseconds-long data-sharing
frenzy that occurs whenever you open an app on one of your devices. The app
developer has already partnered with a Supply-Side Platform (SSP) like MoPub.
SSPs are companies that app developers and website publishers hire to sell their
advertising space.
When you open the app, code kicks into action. The code gathers as much data as
it can about you and your phone or PC. This may include the device’s advertising
ID, its precise GPS-derived location, and data from the app itself, like your age and
gender. The app directs your phone to send all this information to one of the
third-party advertising firms.
The advertising firm links the data it
mined from the app with what it
knows about you from other
sources. This includes the tens of
thousands of other apps and firms
in the ecosystem. The data is
packaged into a “bid request,” a
standardized dossier about the user
that includes device ID, location,
gender, age, and interest keywords.
The bid request goes to dozens or
even hundreds of demand-side
platforms (DSPs). DSPs are
companies that advertisers hire in
order to target and serve their ads.
Each DSP submits a bid to serve
an ad to that particular user at that particular time. They also capture and track your
information. Meanwhile the SSP determines the winning bidder and notifies all
participants in the auction. The winning advertiser serves its ad to your phone. And
it all happens in a fraction of a second. So yeah, you have no privacy online.
Read full article.

“Bajillion [b ’jily n]

e

e

An extremely large number (used for emphasis).”
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SOCIAL MEDIA
COMPANIES CREATED
AI SOLUTIONS THROUGH
Data
BRUTE FORCE
GOVERNMENT CAN’T AFFORD TO
by Michael Conlin

The initial AI successes of social media
companies have masked an important dynamic
that will constrain the widespread adoption of
AI. Each initial success harnessed 100’s of
millions of data samples, 10’s of millions of
dollars, and 100’s of engineers. These are
fundamentally brute force exercises. With a
mandate to deliver value for the taxpayer, the
Federal Government doesn’t enjoy the luxury
of brute force exercises.
Making AI work in government requires a different approach. All of the action is in
narrow-purpose AI. Government enjoys a “long tail” of AI use cases that have
lower value individually – say $0.5 - $5.0 million each – and significant value only
in aggregate. These use cases are typically characterized by:

Small data
challenges

Limited
budgets

A shortage of
engineering talent

Low
impact

Given these dynamics, the techniques and methods of the hyper-scalers simply
aren’t practical for government. We, data practitioners, need to develop new
methods, processes, techniques, and tools to make AI economically viable for the
long tail in government. After all, any organization might have 10,000 opportunities
to apply AI. But what Federal Government organization can afford to hire 10,000
machine learning engineers in order to build, deploy and maintain 10,000 custom
models? Spoiler Alert – none can.
Read full article.
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WIN OR LEARN, YOU CAN’T LOSE
by Luke Hodas

Interactive team-based learning exercises
are brilliant ways to collaborate, innovate
and learn. Technology and software
competitions like hackathons, data viz
events, accelerators, colliders, datathons,
and codefests are designed to give
participants a chance to put their skills to
the test in a fun and risk-free
environment. These events typically run
as short as 1 hour or can last up to 48
hours during caffeine induced coding
sessions. Often the result is a new
innovative web, cloud or mobile service
solution to a challenging tech problem
that exists today in the real world.
Creative thinkers and problem solvers
rule the day (and night) during these
design-sprint like events.

place trophy with 12,000 points,
competing against 12 other virtual
teams to migrate a mock environment
to a Virtual Private Cloud inside AWS.
Cloud migration and modernization is
core to what we do in our TS practice
every day.

AWS recently hosted a Cloud Migration
and Modernization GameDay. This
interactive exercise put cloud engineering
teams’ AWS skills to the test in a fun and
collaborative environment. With our
experts on hand to help, the Definitive
Logic team worked together throughout
the day to master best practices and
consider all the crucial elements for a
successful migration to the Cloud. In the
end, the three-person DL Technology
Solutions (TS) team took home the 1st

WHAT IS AWS GAMEDAY?

“I'll be giving it my bestest
and nothing's gonna stop
me but divine intervention
I reckon, it's again my turn
to win some or learn some”
–

Jason Mraz
I’m yours

GameDay is a collaborative learning
exercise that tests skills in
implementing AWS solutions to solve
real-world problems in a gamified,
risk-free environment. This is a
completely hands-on opportunity for
technical professionals to explore AWS
services, architecture patterns, best
practices, and group cooperation. The
approach is unconventional compared
to other learning formats. Ambiguity
and non-prescriptive guidance allow
teams the flexibility to think creatively
as they navigate a wide array of
technical challenges. Every team was
given a free AWS account to work in.
A live scoreboard tracked teams’
progress throughout, adding light
competition and energy to this unique
event.
Read full article.
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Exceptional is Our Expectation®

Definitive Logic (DL) is a transformational Information Technology leader based in Arlington, VA,
that uses 20+ years of experience directly Powering Mission Outcomes at the Edge of Technology™
for our Defense, Federal, and Commercial clients. We deliver performance-based and tailored innovative
solutions of the highest quality, using ISO 9001-certified and CMMI Level 3-appraised management frameworks.
Customers select us because we provide objective, no-nonsense, vendor-neutral guidance
that keeps their mission outcomes as the highest priority.
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